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Disclaimer: LabelsDisclaimer: Labels

What We Will CoverWhat We Will Cover

Very briefVery brief overview of the sociology that overview of the sociology that 
underlies this area of the lawunderlies this area of the law

A review of the development of Title VII as it A review of the development of Title VII as it 
regards sexregards sex--based and genderbased and gender--based claimsbased claims

A summary of where the law is A summary of where the law is nownow

Practical tips to help you anticipate where the Practical tips to help you anticipate where the 
law might be goinglaw might be going
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Vocabulary 101Vocabulary 101

SexSex

GenderGender

Sex StereotypesSex Stereotypes

Gender IdentityGender Identity

Sexual OrientationSexual Orientation

Masculine, Feminine, Masculine, Feminine, 
and Androgynousand Androgynous

Straight, Gay, Lesbian, Straight, Gay, Lesbian, 
Bisexual, and AsexualBisexual, and Asexual

TransgenderTransgender

It shall be an unlawful employment practice for an employer:

– (1) to fail or refuse to hire or to discharge any individual, or
otherwise to discriminate against any individual with respect 
to his compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of 
employment, because of such individual's . . . 

– (2) to limit, segregate, or classify his employees or applicants
for employment in any way which would deprive or tend to 
deprive any individual of employment opportunities or 
otherwise adversely affect his status as an employee, because 
of such individual's . . . .

Title VII
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The prohibition on sex discrimination has been used The prohibition on sex discrimination has been used 
to to bringbring lawsuits based on:lawsuits based on:

Sex discriminationSex discrimination
SexSex--based harassmentbased harassment
Sexual harassmentSexual harassment
SameSame--sex sexual harassmentsex sexual harassment
Sex stereotypingSex stereotyping
Gender identity discriminationGender identity discrimination
Sexual orientation discriminationSexual orientation discrimination

Title VII

Sex DiscriminationSex Discrimination

Stated simply: taking an adverse employment Stated simply: taking an adverse employment 
action against an employee action against an employee ““because ofbecause of”” sexsex

Adverse employment actions: termination, Adverse employment actions: termination, 
demotion, failing to hire, failing to promote, demotion, failing to hire, failing to promote, 
salary reduction, salary reduction, ““etc.etc.””

Theories:Theories:

–– Disparate TreatmentDisparate Treatment

–– Disparate ImpactDisparate Impact
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Sex DiscriminationSex Discrimination
““When I graduated [from the University of Pennsylvania Law When I graduated [from the University of Pennsylvania Law 

School], although I was on Law Review and near the top of my School], although I was on Law Review and near the top of my 
class, no firm would even interview me. I therefore was elated tclass, no firm would even interview me. I therefore was elated to o 
be granted an interview for a clerkship with a Justice of the Unbe granted an interview for a clerkship with a Justice of the United ited 
States Supreme Court. At the interview, however, he candidly tolStates Supreme Court. At the interview, however, he candidly told d 
me that his first offer would be to another applicant, a male, wme that his first offer would be to another applicant, a male, who ho 
the Justice assured me, was no better qualified, but that the Cothe Justice assured me, was no better qualified, but that the Court urt 
had never had a female clerk and he hesitated to be the one to had never had a female clerk and he hesitated to be the one to 
break precedent.break precedent.

““As a consolation prize, I was invited to remain after the As a consolation prize, I was invited to remain after the 
interview for the Justice's birthday celebration with his colleainterview for the Justice's birthday celebration with his colleagues gues 
and to slice the cake.and to slice the cake.””

––Judge Phyllis A. Judge Phyllis A. KravitchKravitch, U.S. Court of Appeals, U.S. Court of Appeals

(as published in the (as published in the Mississippi Law JournalMississippi Law Journal))

Harassment TheoryHarassment Theory
Unwelcome conduct directed toward an employee Unwelcome conduct directed toward an employee 
““because ofbecause of”” his/her sexhis/her sex

Conduct is Conduct is severe and pervasivesevere and pervasive and adversely affects the and adversely affects the 
terms and conditions of employmentterms and conditions of employment

–– the harassment is the the harassment is the ““adverse employment actionadverse employment action””

““The critical issue, Title The critical issue, Title VIIVII’’ss text indicates, is whether text indicates, is whether 
members of one sex are exposed to disadvantageous terms members of one sex are exposed to disadvantageous terms 
or conditions of employment to which members of the or conditions of employment to which members of the 
other sex are not exposed.other sex are not exposed.””

----Harris v. Forklift Systems, Inc.Harris v. Forklift Systems, Inc.
(Justice R.B. Ginsburg, concurring)(Justice R.B. Ginsburg, concurring)
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SexSex--Based HarassmentBased Harassment

Unwelcome, Unwelcome, nonnon--sexualsexual conduct that directed conduct that directed 
toward an employee because of his/her sextoward an employee because of his/her sex

Severe and pervasive adversely affecting terms Severe and pervasive adversely affecting terms 
and conditions of employmentand conditions of employment

The conduct can either:The conduct can either:
–– Reflect a paternalistic or discriminatory viewpoint regarding Reflect a paternalistic or discriminatory viewpoint regarding 

the sex of the employeethe sex of the employee

–– Demonstrate disparate treatment of a class of employees Demonstrate disparate treatment of a class of employees 
based on their sexbased on their sex

Sexual HarassmentSexual Harassment

Unwelcome, Unwelcome, sexualsexual conduct that is eitherconduct that is either
–– an express condition of a job benefit (i.e., an express condition of a job benefit (i.e., ““quid pro quoquid pro quo””))

–– severe and pervasive and adversely affecting the terms and severe and pervasive and adversely affecting the terms and 
conditions of employment (i.e., hostile work environment)conditions of employment (i.e., hostile work environment)

Examples:Examples:
–– Offering a promotion in exchange for a date or sexual favorsOffering a promotion in exchange for a date or sexual favors

–– Making repeated, unwelcome, sexual or romantic Making repeated, unwelcome, sexual or romantic 
propositions to an employeepropositions to an employee

–– Telling sexual jokes or distributing inappropriate picturesTelling sexual jokes or distributing inappropriate pictures

–– TouchingTouching
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Tough QuestionTough Question

Is sexual harassment Is sexual harassment ““because ofbecause of”” sex?sex?

SameSame--sex Sexual Harassmentsex Sexual Harassment

SameSame--sex sex harassment is actionable under Title VIIsex sex harassment is actionable under Title VII
–– OncaleOncale v. Sundowner Offshore Services, Inc.v. Sundowner Offshore Services, Inc. (1998)(1998)

WhatWhat’’s the controversy?s the controversy?
–– Goes back to our question about harassment being Goes back to our question about harassment being ““because ofbecause of””

sexsex”” . . .. . .

–– ““Courts and juries have found the inference of discrimination easCourts and juries have found the inference of discrimination easy y 
to draw in most maleto draw in most male--female sexual harassment situations, because female sexual harassment situations, because 
the challenged conduct typically involves explicit or implicit the challenged conduct typically involves explicit or implicit 
proposals of sexual activity; it is reasonable to assume those proposals of sexual activity; it is reasonable to assume those 
proposals would not have been made to someone of the same sex. proposals would not have been made to someone of the same sex. 
The same chain of inference would be available to a plaintiff The same chain of inference would be available to a plaintiff 
alleging samealleging same--sex harassment, if there were credible evidence that sex harassment, if there were credible evidence that 
the harasser was homosexual.the harasser was homosexual.”” –– OncaleOncale
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SameSame--sex Sexual Harassmentsex Sexual Harassment
“[H]arassing conduct need not be motivated by sexual desire to 
support an inference of discrimination on the basis of sex. . . . In 
same-sex (as in all) harassment cases, that inquiry requires careful 
consideration of the social context in which particular behavior occurs
and is experienced by its target. . . . The real social impact of 
workplace behavior often depends on a constellation of surrounding 
circumstances, expectations, and relationships which are not fully 
captured by a simple recitation of the words used or the physical acts 
performed. Common sense, and an appropriate sensitivity to social 
context, will enable courts and juries to distinguish between simple 
teasing or roughhousing among members of the same sex, and 
conduct which a reasonable person in the plaintiff's position would 
find severely hostile or abusive.’” – Oncale

In other words ...In other words ...
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Sex StereotypingSex Stereotyping

Theory: An employer takes an adverse employment action Theory: An employer takes an adverse employment action 
against an employee because he or she does not conform to a against an employee because he or she does not conform to a 
gender stereotype.  This effectively discriminates against the gender stereotype.  This effectively discriminates against the 
employee employee ““because ofbecause of”” his/her sex because the nonhis/her sex because the non--conforming conforming 
behavior would not have been a problem for an employee of behavior would not have been a problem for an employee of 
the other sex.the other sex.

Overly obvious example: Janice is a senior associate at a large Overly obvious example: Janice is a senior associate at a large 
law firm. She is declined for partnership because she is not law firm. She is declined for partnership because she is not 
married and she has no children and the partnership is made married and she has no children and the partnership is made 
up of only men who believe that women who donup of only men who believe that women who don’’t get married t get married 
and donand don’’t have children must be t have children must be ““messed upmessed up”” but that men who but that men who 
are not married and donare not married and don’’t have children are just t have children are just ““focused on focused on 
their careers.their careers.””

Sex StereotypingSex Stereotyping

Price Waterhouse v. HopkinsPrice Waterhouse v. Hopkins (1989)(1989)
–– Plaintiff was a female account manager who was up for partnershiPlaintiff was a female account manager who was up for partnership.p.

–– Other partners expressed concerns over her candidacy because of Other partners expressed concerns over her candidacy because of her her 
““interpersonal skills,interpersonal skills,”” especially with subordinates and staff members.  especially with subordinates and staff members.  
Several partners couched their criticism in gendered terms:Several partners couched their criticism in gendered terms:

One partner described her as One partner described her as ““machomacho””; another suggested that she ; another suggested that she 
““overcompensated for being a womanovercompensated for being a woman””; a third advised her to take ; a third advised her to take 
““a course at charm school.a course at charm school.””

She was told that She was told that ““in order to improve her chances for partnershipin order to improve her chances for partnership””
she should she should ““walk more femininely, talk more femininely, dress more walk more femininely, talk more femininely, dress more 
femininely, wear makefemininely, wear make--up, have her hair styled, and wear jewelry.up, have her hair styled, and wear jewelry.””

–– The Supreme Court held that The Supreme Court held that ““if an employeeif an employee’’s flawed s flawed ‘‘interpersonal interpersonal 
skillsskills’’ can be corrected by a softcan be corrected by a soft--hued suit or a new shade of lipstick, hued suit or a new shade of lipstick, 
perhaps it is the employeeperhaps it is the employee’’s sex and not her interpersonal skills that has s sex and not her interpersonal skills that has 
drawn the criticism.drawn the criticism.””
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Sexual Orientation DiscriminationSexual Orientation Discrimination

Following Following Price Waterhouse v. HopkinsPrice Waterhouse v. Hopkins, several litigants tried , several litigants tried 
to interpret Title VII to include protections for gay or lesbianto interpret Title VII to include protections for gay or lesbian
employees based on the theory that sexual orientation employees based on the theory that sexual orientation 
discrimination was another form of sex stereotyping.discrimination was another form of sex stereotyping.

The cases have fallen out like this:The cases have fallen out like this:

–– Plaintiffs who claimed to be harassed or discriminated Plaintiffs who claimed to be harassed or discriminated 
against for simply being gay or lesbian were universally against for simply being gay or lesbian were universally 
unsuccessfulunsuccessful..

–– Plaintiffs who were harassed or discriminated against for Plaintiffs who were harassed or discriminated against for 
being too effeminate (if male) or masculine (if female) were being too effeminate (if male) or masculine (if female) were 
largely largely successfulsuccessful, , regardless of their sexual orientationregardless of their sexual orientation..

Sexual Orientation DiscriminationSexual Orientation Discrimination

Virtually every Congress for the past 20 years has introducedVirtually every Congress for the past 20 years has introduced——
and failed to passand failed to pass——the the EEmployment mployment NNonon--DDiscrimination iscrimination AAct, ct, 
which would add sexual orientation to the list of classificationwhich would add sexual orientation to the list of classifications s 
protected by Title VII.  Support for the bill continues to grow.protected by Title VII.  Support for the bill continues to grow.

TwentyTwenty--one states and Washington, D.C. forbid discrimination one states and Washington, D.C. forbid discrimination 
by private employers based on sexual orientation.by private employers based on sexual orientation.
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Gender Identity DiscriminationGender Identity Discrimination

For a long time, transgender plaintiffs were as unsuccessful For a long time, transgender plaintiffs were as unsuccessful 
under Title VII as homosexual plaintiffs were.under Title VII as homosexual plaintiffs were.

But then:But then:

–– Smith v. City of SalemSmith v. City of Salem (2005): Sixth Circuit holds that Price (2005): Sixth Circuit holds that Price 
Waterhouse v. Hopkins protects transgender employees Waterhouse v. Hopkins protects transgender employees 
from discrimination.from discrimination.

–– SchroerSchroer v. Billings (2006):v. Billings (2006):

–– Macy v. ATF Macy v. ATF (2012): EEOC (2012): EEOC ““cause findingcause finding”” against ATF for against ATF for 
refusing to hire a prospective employee after finding out the refusing to hire a prospective employee after finding out the 
she was transgenderedshe was transgendered

Gender Identity DiscriminationGender Identity Discrimination

Most recently introduced version of ENDA includes Most recently introduced version of ENDA includes ““gender gender 
identity and expression.identity and expression.””

Sixteen states and Washington, D.C., prohibit discrimination Sixteen states and Washington, D.C., prohibit discrimination 
based on gender identity and expression.based on gender identity and expression.
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Wait ... What about dress codes?Wait ... What about dress codes?

This is where the law gets This is where the law gets especiallyespecially confusing. confusing. 

An employer can have a dress code.An employer can have a dress code.

The dress code may draw a line along gender The dress code may draw a line along gender but not sexbut not sex..

Cheat Sheet!Cheat Sheet!

Discrimination or harassment based on an employeeDiscrimination or harassment based on an employee’’s sex is s sex is 
not permitted.not permitted.

Sexual harassment against anyone is not permitted.Sexual harassment against anyone is not permitted.

Discrimination or harassment based on an employeeDiscrimination or harassment based on an employee’’s s 
conformity with a sexconformity with a sex--stereotype is not permitted except, stereotype is not permitted except, 
perhaps, with regards to dress codes that do not implicate perhaps, with regards to dress codes that do not implicate 
gender identity.gender identity.

Discrimination or harassment based on a personDiscrimination or harassment based on a person’’s gender s gender 
identity is not permitted.identity is not permitted.

Discrimination or harassment based Discrimination or harassment based solelysolely on a personon a person’’s sexual s sexual 
orientation is technically permitted for now.  But donorientation is technically permitted for now.  But don’’t do it.t do it.
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Going ForwardGoing Forward

Review your existing policies for any potential problems.Review your existing policies for any potential problems.

When otherwise strong candidates are not hired/promoted, When otherwise strong candidates are not hired/promoted, 
scrutinize decision scrutinize decision beforehandbeforehand to determine if there is a sex to determine if there is a sex 
stereotyping problem.stereotyping problem.
–– Look for words like Look for words like ““aggressiveaggressive””//””passivepassive”” or descriptions like or descriptions like ““wouldnwouldn’’t t 

fit in well herefit in well here”” or or ““clients wouldnclients wouldn’’t feel comfortable with him/hert feel comfortable with him/her””

If an employee announces that they are transgender, work with If an employee announces that they are transgender, work with 
the employee to determine what accommodations are being the employee to determine what accommodations are being 
soughtsought——i.e., dress code and bathroom policyi.e., dress code and bathroom policy——both before, both before, 
during, and after any transition period.during, and after any transition period.

Call a good lawyer!Call a good lawyer!

Thank You!Thank You!


